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Experimental scaling of fluctuations and confinement with Lundquist
number in the reversed-field pinch

M. R. Stoneking,a) J. T. Chapman, D. J. Den Hartog, S. C. Prager, and J. S. Sarff
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
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The scaling of the magnetic and velocity fluctuations with Lundquist number (S) is examined
experimentally over a range of values from 73104 to 106 in a reversed-field pinch~RFP! plasma.
Magnetic fluctuations do not scale uniquely with the Lundquist number. At high~relative! density,
fluctuations scale asb̃}S20.18, in agreement with recent numerical results. Fluctuations are almost
independent ofS at low ~relative! density,b̃}S20.07. The range of measured exponents is narrow
and is in clear disagreement with theories predictingb̃}S21/2. At high relative density, the scaling
of the energy confinement time follows expectations for transport in a stochastic magnetic field. A
confinement scaling law (ntE}b4/5

•T27/10
•a23/5

•I f
2 ) is derived, assuming the persistent

dominance of stochastic magnetic diffusion in the RFP and employing the measured scaling of
magnetic fluctuations. The peak velocity fluctuations during a sawtooth cycle scale marginally
stronger than magnetic fluctuations but weaker than a simple Ohm’s law prediction. The sawtooth
period is determined by a resistive-Alfve´nic hybrid time (Tsaw}AtRtA! rather than a purely resistive
time. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!03304-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Resistive magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! successfully
describes much of the dynamics of the reversed-field pi
~RFP!. For example, the sustainment of a reversed toro
magnetic field in the presence of a purely toroidal appl
electric field is observed in MHD simulations to result fro
the nonlinear interaction of resistive tearing instabilities,1–4 a
phenomenon called theRFP dynamo. Magnetic fluctuations
consistent with an interpretation of tearing modes are
served in experiments,5–7 and the dynamo electric field ha
been measured at the edge of the RFP.8 Experiments display
global relaxation events, hereafter ‘‘sawteeth.’’9–11Sawteeth
are also seen in MHD simulations,12–14 and the nonlinear
coupling of the dominant tearing modes seen in the sim
tions is qualitatively consistent with measurements.15 Satu-
rated fluctuation levels~normalized to the mean field! are
;2 times higher in simulations than in experiment, a sm
discrepancy generally ascribed to the fact that simulati
are conducted at a lower Lundquist number than is reali
in experiments. The Lundquist number,S5tR /tA , is the
ratio of the resistive diffusion time,tR5m0a2/h, to the
Alfvén time, tA5a/vA , whereh is the electrical resistivity
and vA is the Alfvén velocity. The importance of resistiv
dissipation on the time scale of MHD motions is determin
by S. To accurately model plasmas with highS requires fine
spatial resolution and therefore long computation times.

The equations for~pressureless! resistive MHD can be
cast into a dimensionless form as

]B

]t
5“3~v3B!1

1

S
¹2B, ~1!

a!Present address: Department of Physics, Lawrence University, Apple
Wisconsin 54911.
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1

Re
¹2v. ~2!

The magnetic field is normalized to a typical field valu
~equilibrium field!. Velocity is normalized to the Alfve´n ve-
locity, vA5B/Arm0. Spatial coordinates are normalized
the plasma size,a, and time to the Alfve´n time. The
Reynolds-like number,Re , is the ratio of the momentum
diffusion timetmomentum5a2/n, to the Alfvén time, wheren
is the viscosity. In MHD theory of the RFP, the Lundqui
number is the relevant dimensionless parameter rather
Re ~or some other combination of resistivity and viscosi
such as the Hartmann number or the magnetic Prandtl n
ber! because plasma kinetic energy is dominated by the m
netic energy~b;2m0nT/B2 is small and the mean flow ve
locities are small compared to the Alfve´n velocity!. Said
another way, resistive dissipation dominates viscous diss
tion by orders of magnitude.

In this paper we report on measurements of the sca
of magnetic fluctuations, velocity fluctuations, and ener
confinement in a RFP with variations in the Lundquist nu
ber. The experiments were motivated by a desire to reso
conflicting theoretical predictions~both numerical and ana
lytic! for fluctuation scaling in the RFP, to extend scalin
results from previous experiments to higherS using a more
complete experimental determination of the resistivity th
was used in previous experiments, and to permit more r
able extrapolation toward RFP reactor conditions.

A simple theoretical prediction forS scaling of fluctua-
tions is found from the dimensionless Ohm’s law,

S~Ei1^ ṽ3b̃& i!5Ji , ~3!

whereb̃[B̃/B0 , ṽ[ ṽ/vA , the current density is normalize
to B0 /m0a, and the electric field is normalized tovAB0 .
n,
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Assuming that the normalized magnetic and kinetic fluct
tions scale with the same power of the Lundquist num
yields a prediction that both the fluctuations should scale
b̃5 ṽ}S21/2 ~see, for example, Ref. 16!. The prediction is
most easily seen by evaluating Eq.~3! at the toroidal field
reversal radius, whereEi50. This naive prediction neglect
the possible scaling of the relative phase betweenṽ and b̃.
Dimensional analysis of resistive MHD performed by Co
nor and Taylor17 also implies a scaling ofb̃}S21/2. An
et al.18 performed a turbulence theory calculation to obta
b̃}S21/3, but Mattor19 finds by a similar method that th
scaling can beb̃}S21/4 or b̃}S0 depending on the continu
ous or discrete nature of the RFP dynamo fluctuations,
spectively~see Ref. 19 for a more complete review and c
tique of analytic predictions for Lundquist number scaling
fluctuations in the RFP!. The experimental results present
in this paper contribute to a determination of the correct t
oretical description. In particular, the theories predictingb̃
}S21/2 are at odds with experimental results in the Madis
Symmetric Torus~MST!.

The first MHD computation that tested the Lundqu
number scaling of magnetic fluctuations in the RFP was d
by Strauss, who obtainedb}S20.31 using a set of reduced
MHD equations and covering a range ofS values from 102

to 23103.20 More recent works that go to a higher Lundqu
number and use the complete three-dimensional~3-D! MHD
equations have found fluctuation amplitudes to scale
S20.22 (1.13103,S,105)14 and S20.18 (2.53103,S,4
3104).21

On the experimental side, La Hayeet al.6 measured the
Lundquist number scaling of magnetic fluctuations in t
OHTE device~operated as a RFP! and foundb̃}S20.51. The
Lundquist number was determined in OHTE by using
global plasma resistance and inductance to obtain a resi
diffusion time fromtR5L/R. The scaling thus obtained ma
be affected by anomalous resistance scaling as well as
MHD effects. Hattoriet al.22 inferred a Lundquist numbe
scaling exponent~in TPE-1RM15! of approximately21/3
for b̃ by assuming that the Lundquist number scaled as
square of the plasma current. In the experiments reporte
this paper we extend the measurement of fluctuation sca
in the RFP to a higher Lundquist number and obtain m
surements of the Lundquist number by direct application
the Spitzer resistivity formula.

Recently, magnetic fluctuations associated with MH
turbulence~resistive tearing modes! have been apprehende
as the principal cause of anomalous particle23 and energy24

transport in the core of the RFP. As fusion reactor plasm
will exist at a much higher Lundquist number than pres
experiments, a knowledge of the scaling of fluctuations
present experiments may provide useful predictions of tra
port rates in a RFP reactor. In addition, the results of th
experiments may have implications for confinement in
spheromak, another low-field, relaxed state device w
large-amplitude magnetic fluctuations.

In this work we report on the results of a Lundqu
number scaling experiment in a RFP plasma. Scaling of c
finement, magnetic fluctuations, velocity fluctuations, a
Downloaded 03 Mar 2005 to 128.104.223.90. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sawtooth features were probed over a range ofS from 7
3104 to 106, S values significantly higher than those o
tained in previous scaling studies in the RFP. In Sec. II,
experimental strategy and the coverage of parameter s
are described. The method of determining the Lundqu
number from measured quantities is also explained, and c
ful attention is paid to determining the scaling of the clas
cal resistivity. Measurement of the classical resistivity and
use in determiningS distinguish this work from past mea
surements of fluctuation scaling in the RFP.6 In MHD theory
the Lundquist number is determined from the microsco
dissipation, as opposed to the additional MHD effects t
contribute to experimental~global! resistance. Using the
classical resistivity, therefore, provides a better compari
with theory than using the global resistance. The meas
ments that determine the Lundquist number are presente
Sec. III along with the values ofS achieved. Bremsstrahlun
measurements indicate the presence of significant impu
contamination (Zeff;10) at low current and low density, re
sulting in enhanced resistivity and a low Lundquist numb
in that parameter regime. Results of the scaling of magn
fluctuations are presented in Sec. IV. We find that the glo
Lundquist number does not uniquely determine the fluct
tion amplitude. At high~relative! density b̃}S20.18 and are
almost independent ofS at low ~relative! density, b̃
}S20.07. The observed variation in the scaling exponent m
indicate the importance of an unidentified dimensionless
rameter, or may be the result of profile variation not resolv
by the global measurements used to obtainS. The range of
exponents (0.07,a,0.18) determined experimentally i
quite narrow and falls in a range predicted by several of
theories reviewed above, and at high density agrees w
recent 3-D MHD simulations. However, the results are
compatible with theories predictingb̃}S21/2, a scaling that
has been used to plan the RFP program and guide it tow
an attractive reactor design. The scaling of the energy c
finement time~Sec. V! follows expectations for transport in
stochastic magnetic field, leading to a pessimistic confi
ment scaling law for an Ohmic RFP. The results suggest
a RFP reactor will require current profile control or som
other fluctuation suppression measure to achieve the ne
sary transport levels for breakeven. Velocity fluctuation sc
ing is measured for the first time in a fusion relevant plas
experiment. The peak velocity fluctuation amplitude duri
the sawtooth cycle~presented in Sec. VI! scales marginally
stronger than magnetic fluctuations but weaker than a sim
Ohm’s law prediction. The sawtooth period is governed b
resistive-Alfvénic hybrid time rather than a purely resistiv
time. Conclusions and a discussion of the main results
given in Sec. VII.

II. METHOD AND DEFINITIONS

A. Experimental method and parameter space
coverage

The experiments reported here were conducted in
Madison Symmetric Torus~MST!,25 a reversed-field pinch
with major radius ofR051.5 m and minor radius ofa
50.52 m. There are three principal control knobs for ope
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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tion of an Ohmic RFP:~1! the toroidal plasma current;~2!
the plasma density; and~3! the toroidal flux. Alternately, the
third control knob can be chosen as the ratio of the surf
poloidal field to the volume-averaged toroidal field, the R
pinch parameterQ. The pinch parameter affects the fie
profiles@e.g., the plasma inductance in Eq.~9! below#, but it
has the weakest effect on the dependent variables~e.g., tem-
perature, Lundquist number, confinement time, etc.!, and
therefore was held fixed for the experiments reported h
Maintaining a fixed pinch parameter was also motivated b
desire to fix the current profile shape, and thus maintai
similar free energy source for the dominant instabilities. F
ure 1 is a summary of the parameter space coverage use
the S scaling experiment. Each point represents a 5 mstime
average for a single discharge~the typical discharge duratio
is 60 ms with an;15 ms flat top!. The abscissa in Fig. 1 i
the toroidal plasma current and the ordinate is the ratio of
toroidal plasma current to the line density through a cen
chord (N5n̄pa2). The full range ofI f /N is obtainable at
any plasma current~i.e., the parameter spaceI f /N vs I f is
rectangular!, whereas the experimentally obtainable dens
range depends on the plasma current. Shots were selecte
two ranges ofI f /N ~.150 shots in each set!. TheS scaling
was examined separately for the two parameter space tr
tories shown. The current scan at lowI f /N is of particular
interest for RFP reactor projections, as RFP experime
achieve the highest confinement for a particular plasma
rent near the highest density~lowestI f /N!. The RFP density
limit is a soft limit above which impurity andHa /Da radia-
tion losses represent a significant fraction of the power s
plied to the plasma, leading to confinement degradation
premature discharge termination.26

B. Experimental definition of Lundquist number

A general definition of the Lundquist number can
expressed as

S5
tR

tA
5

m0a2

h
•

B

aAm0min
, ~4!

where the plasma minor radius,a, is taken as the appropriat
scale length for the resistive diffusion time and the Alfv´n

FIG. 1. The coverage of parameter space for theS-scaling experiment. Each
point represents a 5 msaverage during a single discharge. There are m
than 300 discharges in the database. Shots were selected for two trajec
at constantI f /N.
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time. Although several of the quantities in Eq.~4! vary with
radial position in the plasma, it is desirable to define a glo
Lundquist number by taking characteristic values for t
magnetic field, density and resistivity. We use the surfa
poloidal magnetic fieldB5m0I f/2pa and the central chord
averaged electron density,n̄. The method of determining a
characteristic resistivity is discussed next.

The resistivity can be expressed as27,28

hSpitzer5
m^nei&

Z51

nee
2 •

3p

32
•

Zeff

gE~Zeff!

55.2231025
Zs• ln L

T~eV!3/2 Vm, ~5!

where Zeff5(niZi
2/ne is the mean ion charge andZs is a

function ofZeff , following the notation of Hutchinson.28 The
first two factors on the left side constitute the Lorentz g
solution to the Fokker–Planck equation~electron–ion colli-
sions only!, and the last factor provides a correction th
takes electron–electron collisions and multiple ion spec
into account~using the notation of Ref. 27!. The functional
relationship betweenZs andZeff is taken from Hirshman and
Sigmar,29

Zs5
32

3p
•gE~Zeff51!•

Zeff~111.198Zeff10.222Zeff
2 !

~112.966Zeff10.753Zeff
2 !

'0.410.6Zeff . ~6!

The last expression is an approximate linearization tha
convenient and sufficiently accurate for the range ofZeff en-
countered in experiment. It should be noted thatZs is not
directly proportional toZeff . Uncertainties in measuremen
of the absoluteZeff therefore generate uncertainties in t
scaling of the resistivity~and therefore the Lundquist num
ber! with control parameters.

A complete determination of the classical resistivity in
toroidal device must take into account the presence o
trapped particle fraction. In the collisionless~or banana! re-
gime where the collision frequency is less than the bou
frequency of the trapped particles, the trapped particle po
lation enhances the Spitzer resistivity by a factor of ord
1/(12 f t), where f t is the fraction of electrons that ar
trapped. For the experiments reported here the elec
bounce frequency is more than five times the collision f
quency ~Fig. 17!. The trapped particle fraction was dete
mined from equilibrium modeling~details are given in the
Appendix!, and found to bef t'0.38. Because the RFP pinc
parameter,Q, was held fixed, the field profiles and therefo
the trapped fraction do not vary with changes in the ot
control parameters,n̄ and I f .

Using Eqs.~4!–~6!, we define an experimentally acce
sible global Lundquist number as

SSpitzer5
30•I fTe0

3/2~12 f t!

~0.410.6Zeff!ln LAm i n̄
, ~7!

where the toroidal plasma current,I f , is in kA, Te0 is the
central electron temperature~in eV!, n̄ is the central chord-
averaged electron density~in units of 1019 m23!, m i is the ion

e
ries
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mass~in amu!, and lnL is the Coulomb logarithm. We labe
Eq. ~7! the Spitzer Lundquist number, since it is defined
direct application of Spitzer’s parallel resistivity formul
Deuterium was the working gas (m i52). Toroidal plasma
current is measured by integrating the signal from
Rogowski coil that encircles the plasma column. Cen
electron temperature is measured with a single point, sin
pulse Thomson scattering system. A central interferom
chord provides a density measurement. Variations in
Coulomb logarithm were included in the scaling calculatio
shown below.

The mean ion charge was determined by measuring r
tive changes in the bremsstrahlung radiated power. Bre
strahlung radiation was measured in two spectral bands~1!
the near infrared~1040 nm! and ~2! the visible~532.5 nm!.
Both regions have been surveyed for and found to be fre
spectral lines. Relative changes in the power detected in e
band track each other, giving us additional confidence
spectral lines do not dominate either signal. In what follow
the visible bremsstrahlung detector signal was employe
determine relativeZeff . In a narrow wavelength band~and
over the fairly narrow temperature range obtained in the
periment! the bremsstrahlung radiation power depends
density, temperature, and ion charge as follows:

Pb}
ne

2Zeff

Te
1/2 . ~8!

Separate measurements of changes in bremsstrahlung p
density, and temperature therefore provide a measureme
relative changes inZeff .

In the OHTE experiment, not all of the quantities in E
~7! could be measured with the existing diagnostic set.6 La-
Hayeet al., therefore, defined a Lundquist number in term
of the global plasma resistance,

Sanomalous5
vA

a
•

L

R
, ~9!

whereL is the plasma inductance andR is the global plasma
resistance~R5Vf /I f , evaluated during the current flat top!.
We calculate both the Spitzer Lundquist number and
anomalous Lundquist number scaling of the magnetic fl
tuations below. Numerically, the anomalous Lundquist nu
ber is significantly smaller than the Spitzer value for tw
reasons. First, the global resistance of the RFP is enha
(;4X) by the helical field trajectories (Bu'Bf), i.e., the
so-called ‘‘screw-up factor.’’ Second, RFPs are observed
have anomalously high resistivity ~several times
Spitzer!.30–32 We designate the value ofS calculated from
Eq. ~9! anomalous because of its sensitivity to the anomal
resistivity.

The plasma inductance (L;2.6mH) used in Eq.~9! was
estimated using the polynomial function model.33 It is a con-
stant for this experiment as the RFP pinch parameter
held fixed atQ51.751/20.1.
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III. DETERMINATION OF LUNDQUIST NUMBER

A. Scaling of electron temperature with control
parameters

Central electron temperature was measured with a sin
pulse, single point~central! Thomson scattering system.34

Due to poor single shot statistics in the measured Thom
scattered spectrum, the spectra from a number of discha
with similar global parameters~I f and I f /N! were accumu-
lated before determining the temperature. The current sca
of electron temperature was then determined for each of
fixed I f /N parameter space trajectories shown in Fig. 1. F
ure 2 shows the temperature versus plasma current for
two I f /N values. The scaling obtained agrees qualitativ
with previous temperature scaling measurements in MST35

B. Scaling of mean ion charge and resistivity with
control parameters

A relative Zeff is calculated from the detected brem
strahlung power by normalizing out variations in temperat
and density@see Eq.~8!#. An absoluteZeff is assigned by
scaling the relativeZeff such that the lowest value obtained
the entire database isZeff51.0. This normalization provides
lower bound on the true value ofZeff . Figure 3 shows the
variation in the mean ion charge for both current scans
determined by the method just described. The lowestZeff is
obtained at the highest absolute density~high plasma current,
low I f /N!. At the lowest absolute densityZeff can exceed
;10. Since all shots at a given plasma current andI f /N
value were normalized with the same temperature value~as
described above!, Fig. 3 should be used to indicate the sho
averaged trend inZeff with changes in plasma current. Fo
the purposes of scaling studies the trend is significant
opposed to the value ofZeff for individual shots.

Barring the possibility that unidentified line radiation
contaminating both bremsstrahlung spectral bands, this m
surement indicates substantial aluminum contamination
low density in MST. The MST vacuum chamber is co
structed of aluminum and is exposed to the plasma. Heliu
like aluminum (Z511) is the only impurity species in MST
that could generateZeff values as high as 10. The normalize
Zeff ~shot-averaged! values shown in Fig. 3 span the rang
from 1.0, an absolute lower bound, to;11, a reasonable
upper bound for the known impurity species. The scaling

FIG. 2. The scaling of the central electron temperature with plasma cur
for low I f /N ~circles! and highI f /N ~triangles!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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relativeZeff obtained from Fig. 3 therefore provides the tr
Zeff scaling accurate to;25% ~e.g., ^Zeff&'1263 at low-
current, highI f /N!.

A rough global comparison can be made between
experimental plasma resistanceRexp5Vf /If , and the Spitzer
resistance,RSpitzer52R0gRFPhSpitzer/a

2(12 f t), by assuming
a flat resistivity profile. The screw-up factor,gRFP, depends
on the magnetic field profiles;gRFP54 is used here.33 The
trapped particle fraction wasf t'0.38. The ratio of the ex-
perimental resistance to the classical resistance is show
Fig. 4. Measurement of the resistivity profile would like
resolve the apparently unphysical result that the global re
tance is less than classical at highI f /N and low current. The
global comparison makes use of a nominally central resis
ity value and the resistivity profile is probably hollow. Th

FIG. 3. We seeZeff versus the plasma current for~a! low I f /N and~b! high
I f /N. A visible bremsstrahlung signal was employed to get relativeZeff .
Signals were then scaled such that the minimum value ofZeff in the database
was 1.0.

FIG. 4. A comparison of the global plasma resistance to the expe
Spitzer value after resolving the dependence on the ion charge.
Downloaded 03 Mar 2005 to 128.104.223.90. Redistribution subject to AIP
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comparison shown in Fig. 4 indicates that the resistiv
anomaly in MST is largest at high current and high dens
~low I f /N!.

C. Lundquist number

The experimentally determined Lundquist number cal
lated using Eq.~7! is shown in Fig. 5 for~a! low I f /N and
~b! high I f /N. A range of about one decade inS was
achieved for each scan. The variation inS at fixed plasma
current is less than one decade, motivating the analysisS
scaling at fixedI f /N rather than fixed current. Although
temperature drops with increasing density at a fixed curr
the decrease inZeff at higher density keepsS from changing
significantly. The Lundquist number scales somewhat str
ger than the square of the plasma current and is roug
independent of density. Hattoriet al. assumed thatS scaled
as the square of the plasma current in TPE-1RM15.22 That
assumption was based on previous temperature and de
scaling measurements in the same device, but did not res
changes inZeff . Calculating the current scaling ofS for MST
data in the manner of Hattoriet al., we obtainS}I f

1.5, due to
weaker temperature scaling in MST,T}I f

2/3 compared toT
}I f in TPE-1RM15.

IV. SCALING OF AVERAGE MAGNETIC FLUCTUATION
AMPLITUDE

The dominant fluctuations in the RFP are saturated,
ternally resonant resistive tearing modes. In MST, the tea
modes propagate presumably due toEr3B and diamagnetic
drifts giving them Doppler shifted frequencies in the ran
10–20 kHz. Fluctuation measurements are made with an
ray of 32 toroidally separatedpoloidal field pickup coils at-
tached to the inside of the vacuum vessel wall and spann
the entire toroidal circumference. Toroidal mode numbern
<15 are resolved. The total fluctuation amplitudeb̃n

5Ab̃u,n
2 1b̃f,n

2 at the plasma surface in each mode,n, is
obtained using the curl-free condition,k3b̃50 and past
d

FIG. 5. Experimental determination of the Lundquist number at~a! low
I f /N and ~b! high I f /N.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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measurements of the polarization of each mode. The ra
component is negligible since the plasma is bounded b
close-fitting conducting shell. The dominant modes~toroidal
mode number,n.4! are m51, making b̃f,n /b̃u,n5na/R.
An empirical factor is used to obtain the total amplitude
the modes with toroidal mode numbern<4 ~which arem
50! from the measured poloidal component. The total r
fluctuation is then determined by adding the power in
resolved modes@ b̃rms5((b̃n

2/2)1/2#.
The total rms~over 5 ms! magnetic fluctuation is shown

versus the Lundquist number in Fig. 6 for~a! low I f /N and
~b! high I f /N. We find that the Lundquist number is not th
unique dimensionless scaling parameter for the magn
fluctuations in MST. At lowI f /N ~high relative density!, the
fluctuation amplitude scales with a power ofS equal to
20.181/20.01. This scaling is in agreement with rece
resistive MHD simulation results.14,21 However, at high
I f /N, the fluctuations scale withS to the 20.071/20.01
power, a weaker scaling. There is more scatter in the da
the highest values ofS.

As a test of the sensitivity of the scaling relationb̃
}S2a, to the measurement ofZeff , and in order to compare
our results to those of Hattoriet al.22 we calculate the scaling
exponent,a, assuming a constantZeff52.0. Figure 7 shows a
somewhat stronger scaling for the magnetic fluctuations

FIG. 6. The Lundquist number scaling of the rms magnetic fluctuation

FIG. 7. The Lundquist number scaling of the magnetic fluctuations wh
Zeff52.0 ~constant! was assumed in calculatingS.
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der this assumption (S20.28(60.02)) at low I f /N. This result
is in good agreement with the scaling obtained on TP
1RM15, where changes inZeff were not resolved and th
Lundquist number was determined from previously me
sured density and temperature scaling with plasma curre

Two principal conclusions can be drawn from the sc
ing of the average magnetic fluctuations. First, the Lundq
number doesnot appear to be a unique dimensionless scal
parameter in MST. The observed scaling depends on rela
density. This result suggests the need for a second dim
sionless parameter to describe the fluctuation scaling. H
ever, we point out that the range of scaling exponents
tained is narrow and small variations in the profiles~e.g.,
resistivity! that are not resolved by the global Lundqu
number may explain some of the variation in the measu
exponents. Second, the scaling is weaker thanS21/2 seen in
previous experiments6 and predicted by some MHD
theories.16,17This result is robust and cannot be explained
reasonable variation of the profiles.

LaHaye et al.6 reported the first measurements of t
scaling of magnetic fluctuations withS in the RFP. They
found b̃}S21/2 in the OHTE device. A comparison with th
work of LaHayeet al. is obtained by calculating the scalin
of fluctuations with the Lundquist number of Eq.~9!, the
‘‘anomalous’’ Lundquist number. Figure 8 shows the MS
data at low I f /N, and a representative region indicatin
where the OHTE data lies. Varying the anomalous Lundqu
number, the MST fluctuations scale with an exponent
20.30 (1/20.02), significantly weaker thanS20.51 seen in
OHTE. However, the range of Lundquist numbers access
in the two experiments do not overlap.

V. SCALING OF CONFINEMENT

A. Energy confinement time

To investigate the scaling of the energy confinem
with the Lundquist number, we define a global energy co
finement time as

tE5
9n̄~Teo1Ti !V

8PV
, ~10!

whereV is the plasma volume andPV'I fVf is the Ohmic
input power. Equation~10! makes use of an assumed par

e

FIG. 8. A comparison of the Lundquist number scaling magnetic fluct
tions in MST with the scaling obtained in OHTE. The Lundquist numb
was calculated by the same method as La Hayeet al.
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bolic density profile@n5n0(12(r /a)2)# and a flat tempera
ture profile, consistent with limited profile measurements
MST. At low I f /N the energy confinement time increases
tE}S0.17 ~Fig. 9!, whereas at highI f /N, the scaling istE

}S0.31. Since magnetic fluctuations are understood to be
sponsible for core transport in the RFP,23,24 the qualitative
trends upward in Fig. 9 are expected; magnetic fluctuati
are smaller at higherS, leading to highertE . Quantitatively,
the observation that confinement increases more rapidly
S at high I f /N is unexpected, since magnetic fluctuatio
scale more weakly with the Lundquist number for that ca

B. Stochastic transport scaling and implications for
RFP reactor

Thermal diffusivity in the presence of a stochastic ma
netic field is expected to obey the Rechester–Rosenbluth
fusivity equation,36

xRR'K B̃r
2

B0
2L v theL, ~11!

whereL is the parallel correlation length for the turbulen
in the collisionless limit~;1 m in MST!. Previous experi-
ments in MST~at fixed control parameters! indicated that
Eq. ~11! holds with the electron thermal velocity replaced
the ion thermal velocity, and a theoretical argument has b
made to explain the result.37 The scaling of confinement with
fluctuation amplitude and temperature predicted by Eq.~11!
is tested here. A global experimental diffusivity is estimat
by xexpt5a2/4tE , and the ratio of the Rechester–Rosenblu
diffusivity @Eq. ~11!# to the experimental value is plotte
versus the Lundquist number in Fig. 10. In the parame
regime most relevant for extrapolation toward reactor con
tions, namely lowI f /N, the stochastic transport model@Eq.
~11!# predicts the observed confinement scaling; the ratio
xRR to xexpt is relatively constant. The magnitude of th
Rechester–Rosenbluth diffusivity is roughly a square roo
the mass ratio~ion to electron! greater than the experiment

FIG. 9. The scaling of the energy confinement time with the Lundq
number.
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value, consistent with the ambipolar energy transport ca
lations of Terryet al.37 for the RFP. At highI f /N the ratio
rises weakly withS due to the stronger scaling of the co
finement time in that regime.

A scaling relation forntE can be derived for arbitrary
power law scaling of magnetic fluctuations with Lundqu
number, b̃}S2a, based on the stochastic field diffusivity
Take temperature, beta, minor radius, and plasma curren
be free parameters. Then

ntE}b12a
•T4a23/2

•a2a21
•I f

2 , ~12!

where tE}a2/(b̃2ATL), L}a, S}I fT3/2/An, and b
}a2nT/I f

2 have been used, andZeff is assumed constant. Th
most recent RFP reactor design study was TITAN~a
50.6 m, I f518 MA! ~see Ref. 38 and references cite
therein!. The TITAN design point was extrapolated from th
existing experimental database of the ‘‘best’’ confineme
data from a number of RFP devices using an empirical fi
a theoretical scaling law.38 In terms of the parameters used
Eq. ~12!, the scaling law employed wasntE}T1/2

•a0
•I f

2 ~in-
dependent of the minor radius!, and approximately constan
beta. If the magnetic fluctuations scale asb̃}S21/2 andb is
held constant, then Eq.~12! recovers the scaling of DiMarco
and Werley et al.38 In a single device, e.g., MST, th
DiMarco–Werley scaling law is not obeyed, partly due to t
fact that experimental beta values fall with increasing plas
current.

Using Eq.~12! and benchmarking the coefficient of pro
portionality to present MST conditions, we can predict t
exponent in the scaling relation for the magnetic fluctuatio
that is required to achieve fusion breakeven~ntE

'1020 s/m3 at T510 keV! at a given plasma current, mino
radius, andb. Figure 11 shows the required exponent vers
the plasma current for the TITAN size (a50.6 m) and a beta
value of 25%. At the TITAN design current of 18 MA, th
required exponent is about 0.4. The measured exponen
low I f /N (a'1/5) suggests more than 50 MA may be r

tFIG. 10. A comparison of the experimental, global heat diffusivity,xexpt, in
MST with the expected value for transport in a stochastic magnetic fi
xRR, versus the Lundquist number.
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quired. In addition, the TITAN design relied solely o
Ohmic heating to reach the ignition at 25% beta. In MS
beta is seen to fall with increasing Lundquist number~Fig.
12! at constantI f /N without auxiliary heating. No auxiliary
heating experiments have been performed on a RFP ex
ment, but experiments in tokamak plasmas show that au
iary heating leads to confinement scaling relations quite
ferent from those observed in Ohmic devices. Whether E
~11! and ~12! are relevant to auxiliary heated RFPs awa
determination by future experiments. If a scaling exponen
a'1/5 is assumed, consistent with the results in MST, th
Eq. ~12! becomesntE}b4/5

•T27/10
•a23/5

•I f
2 . The some-

what counterintuitive dependence on minor radius and t
perature arises because of the choice of independent pa
eters. For example, increasing the minor radius wh
holding the other parameters constant reduces thentE prod-
uct, partly because density must be reduced to holdb con-
stant.

Fluctuation and confinement scaling in present~Ohmic!
devices extrapolates pessimistically to reactor conditio
However, recent experiments in MST have demonstra
significant fluctuation reduction and consequent confinem
improvement using current profile control.39,40 The experi-
ments demonstrated a significant reduction of magnetic fl

FIG. 11. The Lundquist number scaling exponent for magnetic fluctuat
required to achieve the breakeven versus RFP plasma current atb525%,
T510 keV, anda50.6 m, parameters for the TITAN RFP reactor study

FIG. 12. Scaling of poloidal beta with the Lundquist number in MST.
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tuations (;50%) associated with core resonant resist
tearing modes and simultaneous four- or fivefold improv
ment in energy and particle confinement. A RFP with curr
profile control could operate with much lower fluctuatio
levels and much better confinement than past and pre
devices, although it is not possible from experiments p
formed to date to assess the confinement scaling or the r
tor attractiveness of a RFP with optimized current profi
control. Electrostatic current injection,41 radio-frequency
current drive in the lower hybrid range of frequencies42–44

and fast magnetosonic wave current drive45 are being studied
as possible steady-state current profile control technique

VI. SCALING OF SAWTOOTH FEATURES

A. Velocity fluctuations and Ohm’s law

From Eq.~3! it is expected that the product of velocit
fluctuations~normalized to the Alfve´n velocity! and mag-
netic fluctuations~normalized to the mean field! should scale
as b̃ṽ}S21, if the single-fluid parallel Ohm’s law is valid
and if the relative phase between the two fluctuating field
constant. Since magnetic fluctuations scale weaker t
S21/2, velocity fluctuations should scale with a larger exp
nent ~more negative! of S.

A fast Doppler spectrometer has been developed to m
sure toroidal flow velocity fluctuations of a core impuri
species (C14).46–48 Impurity ion flow is expected to repre
sent the majority ion~fluid! flow on the time scales of inter
est. Since flow velocity and magnetic field are the two vec
fields of interest for the MHD model of plasma dynamic
the measurement of flow velocity as well as the magne
field has the potential to provide much more detailed test
MHD predictions than have been done in the past. In t
paper we report on first time measurements of the scalin
velocity fluctuations in a hot, magnetized plasma.

During the S-scaling experiment the velocity fluctua
tions were resolved near the time of the sawtooth cr
events when both magnetic and velocity fluctuations
largest. Away from the time of the crash, the C14 emission
intensity was too low to resolve the fluctuation amplitud
Figure 13 shows the~a! velocity fluctuation amplitude and
~b! the magnetic fluctuation amplitude relative to the time
the sawtooth crash~averaged over;30 sawtooth events! for
one set of conditions at lowI f /N. For the case shown, th
magnetic fluctuation level reaches;4.5% of the mean field.
The rms velocity fluctuation reaches;3% of vA , where the
Alfvén velocity was calculated using the surface poloid
magnetic field and the central chord-averaged density.
spectrometer collects light along a horizontal chord that
erages over;1.5 wavelengths for the dominant modes. T
spatial average effectively attenuates the local fluctua
amplitude by a factor of order 5. The data shown in Fig.
have been multiplied by five to account for this effect, a
though there is substantial uncertainty in the correction f
tor at this time (;50%). Using the best estimate for th
correction factor, the magnetic fluctuation amplitude is;1.5
times the velocity fluctuation amplitude. This ratio is
rough agreement with predictions from MHD simulatio

s
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~after taking into account differences in the calculated Alfv´n
velocity!.49

Since the fluctuation amplitude was not resolved
tween sawtooth events, the scaling of the peak value of
velocity fluctuation near the sawtooth crash was examin
The rms fluctuation was calculated over a 100ms interval
around the time of the crash. The scaling of the peak velo
fluctuation is compared to the peak magnetic fluctuation a
plitude in Fig. 14 for the lowI f /N parameter space trajec
tory of Fig. 1. Velocity fluctuations fall off more rapidly with
S than magnetic fluctuations~ṽpeak}S20.16, b̃peak}S20.07!,
and the product of the fluctuation amplitudes scales wea
than the expectedb̃ṽ}S21. This measurement is not defin
tive since the average velocity fluctuation~over the sawtooth
cycle! was not resolved, but it is suggestive that the relat
phase betweenṽ and b̃ is not constant with changes inS.
Efforts are underway to resolve the scaling of the aver
velocity fluctuation as well as the relative phase betweeṽ
and b̃.

FIG. 13. ~a! Velocity fluctuation amplitude~measured by Doppler spectros
copy! relative to the time of the sawtooth crash, and~b! magnetic fluctuation
amplitude over the same time window. Signals are averaged over;30
sawtooth events at lowI f /N, and plasma current around 300 kA.

FIG. 14. Lundquist number scaling of the peak fluctuation amplitu
through the sawtooth cycle~at low I f /N!.
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B. Sawtooth period

In the past, the RFP sawtooth oscillation was modeled
a slow resistive decay of the current profile, followed by
rapid reconnection event~crash! that reset the curren
profile.50,11 However, the resistivity profile that was require
to model the decay phase of the oscillation was somew
unphysical~or anomalous!. We report an experimental mea
surement of the scaling of the sawtooth period that indica
a hybrid resistive-MHD character as opposed to a pur
resistive character to the ‘‘decay phase.’’ The sawtooth
riod for the lowI f /N scan was calculated and normalized
the resistive diffusion time~Fig. 15!. Since the decay phas
dominates the total sawtooth period, if the decay was pu
resistive, the normalized period would be constant. The
periment shows the normalized period scaling as;S21/2, or
that the absolute period scales asTsaw}AtRtA. The sawtooth
period is governed by a hybrid time scale, not a purely
sistive diffusion time. This result is in good agreement w
the simulation results of Capello and Biskamp,14 who find
Tsaw}tR

0.6tA
0.4.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here extend the database of
tuations scaling in the RFP to a higher Lundquist num
and make use of a more complete determination of the re
tivity than has been possible on previous experiments. M
surements of the scaling of the mean ion chargeZeff in MST
indicate that there is significant aluminum contamination
low current and low density. Impurity contamination contri
utes to enhanced classical resistivity and therefore to a
duction of the Lundquist number in that parameter regim

The magnetic fluctuation amplitude was not fou
to be a unique function of Lundquist number, scali
with different exponents at highI f /N(20.07) and low
I f /N(20.18). Therange of scaling exponents obtained
narrow and excludes an important body of theoretical pred
tions that have been used to predict RFP reactor charact
tics. Those theories that predictb̃}S21/2 are at odds with our
measurements in MST. Our results suggest that anothe
mensionless parameter~other than the Lundquist numbe!
may be important in the RFP, but we are hesitant to m
this a definitive conclusion. The Lundquist number was d

s

FIG. 15. Scaling of the normalized sawtooth period.
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termined from global measurements, and a modest pro
variation may be responsible for some of the observed va
tion in the scaling exponent. We also point out that the w
of Mattor19 predicts two scaling exponents of the fluctu
tions, b̃}S0 for discrete dynamo fluctuations~e.g., sawteeth!
andb̃}S21/4 for continuous dynamo fluctuations. This fair
narrow range of predicted exponents (0,a,1/4) bracket
the experimentally observed scaling exponents (0.07,a
,0.18). Probe measurements of the dynamo electric fiel
the outer region of the plasma demonstrate the existenc
both a continuous and a discrete component.8 Those mea-
surements could only be carried out in relatively hig
density, low plasma current conditions, so it was not poss
to assess the extent to which the discrete dynamo compo
may dominate at lower density.

At low I f /N the stochastic diffusion model is in goo
agreement with the experimental scaling, providing a phy
cal basis for a confinement scaling law for Ohmic RFPs@Eq.
~12!#: ntE}b4/5

•T27/10
•a23/5

•I f
2 . The pessimistic extrapo

lation of this scaling to reactor conditions suggests that
auxiliary fluctuation suppression measure such as cur
profile control or active feedback will be a necessary elem
of any RFP reactor design.

The scaling of MHD velocity fluctuations has been e
amined for the first time by measuring the peak fluctuat
level during the sawtooth oscillation. The velocity fluctu
tions scale with a larger exponent ofS than the peak mag
netic fluctuations, but not large enough to satisfy the simp
scaling expectations based on the single fluid parallel Oh
law. The period of the RFP sawtooth oscillation is found
be determined by a hybrid time scale,Tsaw}AtRtA, consis-
tent with simulation results, but at odds with previous expe
ments that modeled the sawtooth rise as a purely resis
diffusion process. Future work will examine the scaling
the average velocity fluctuation as well as the relative ph
between the velocity and magnetic fluctuations.
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FIG. 16. The trapped particle fraction versus the minor radius for a typ
toroidal equilibrium solution for a circular cross-section RFP at an asp
ratio of 3. The trapped fraction for a purely toroidal magnetic field at
same aspect ratio~‘‘tokamak’’ ! is shown for comparison.
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APPENDIX: TRAPPED PARTICLES IN THE RFP

Trapped particle fractions were investigated using a t
oidal equilibrium code written to provide equilibria for th
Madison Symmetric Torus~MST!, a circular poloidal cross
section RFP with aspect ratioR0 /a53.25 Equilibrium is pro-
vided passively in MST by the 5 cm thick close-fitting al
minum shell (tshell.tpulse). The code solves the Grad
Shafranov partial differential equation,51 including a
physically reasonable pressure profile (bp;7%). Thenor-
malized parallel current profile@which determinesF(c)# is
prescribed to be flat out to a critical flux surface, outside
which it falls to zero at the boundary@note: a constant nor
malized current out to the surface would be a minimum m
netic energy~Taylor! state52#. The code is therefore a toroi
dal adaptation of the so-called modified Bessel funct
model~MBFM!,53 the profiles of which are accurately repro
duced by the present code at a large aspect ratio. The su
of the conducting shell is assumed to be a constant flux c
tour ~the shell time is;300 ms compared to a typical dis
charge duration of 60 ms!.

Assuming the velocity space distribution to be isotrop
the results for a typical set of MST parameters are shown
Fig. 16. The trapped particle fraction is plotted versus
normalized minor radius. Also shown is the trapped parti
fraction for a ‘‘tokamak’’ of the same aspect ratio, i.e.,B
5B0R0 /R. The trapped particle fraction in the RFP is ve
similar to the fraction trapped in a dominantly toroida
(;tokamak) field out to nearly the half-radius. Near the s
face of the RFP, the trapped fraction is smaller than for
tokamak and is sensitive to the chosen current profile.
fact, for a very peaked current profile, the RFP can hav
trapped particle population near the surface that is trappe
the inboard side of the device; i.e., the mirror ratio can
verse sign with a radius. For the case shown in Fig. 16,
cross section integrated trapped particle fraction is 38%
the RFP and 42% for the tokamak.

The presence of a significant trapped particle populat
in the RFP does not lead to large neoclassical effects.
ion banana orbit widths are comparable to the ion Larm
radii because the poloidal field magnitude is comparable
the toroidal field magnitude. Therefore, neoclassical dif
sion coefficients are comparable to classical diffusion co
ficients, bootstrap current is small, etc. The presence
trapped particles is deleterious to the use of low-freque

l
ct

FIG. 17. Electron collision frequency normalized to the trapped part
bounce frequency for theS scaling database in MST.
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~Alfvén wave! current drive in the RFP.54 In the collisionless
regime, the trapped particle fraction does not participate
carrying current and therefore enhances the classical, Sp
resistivity. The appropriate measure of collisionality is t
ratio of the collision frequency to the bounce time for
trapped particle,n* [ne /nb . In the RFP, the bounce fre
quency is of ordernb'v th/2pa. Values forn* are shown in
Fig. 17 for theS-scaling database in MST. All shots in th
database are in the collisionless or banana regime.
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